Dear :

Here's a recap of blog posts and other news from the past month.

Your voice is being heard.

The International Society of Drug Bulletins invited Dr. Dee Mangin to speak about RxISK at its recent annual congress. The ISDB's members are national and regional organizations that provide independent drug assessments for prescribers.

We were pleased to hear that RxISK data is being used to inform independent assessments from France to Japan.

David Healy, MD

RxISK stories

Doctors and Withdrawal from Antidepressants
This post is a follow up from Girl on a Hot Tin Roof. I have been profoundly affected by adverse events from medications. I attempted repeatedly to talk to my psychiatrist about my concerns and hoped he would believe ... [Read More...]

The Maintenance Man: Fata-nomics the Cancer Plaguing Healthcare
This post is from Johanna Ryan: "You murdered my dad. You poisoned him. You tortured and murdered my dad." The sentencing hearing for Farid T. Fata, M.D. at the federal courthouse in Detroit last week did not ... [Read More...]

My Trip Through the Polypharmacy Blender
By Rory Tennes: I was asked by David Healy to write my own story after he read my comment on another RxISK story. I agreed but have been surprised how hard it was to sit down and do it. I ... [Read More...]

From David's blog...

Restoring Health: The Crusoe Report 1
The diplomatic thing would be to say there is some agreement between the Witty Report and this one. There is certainly some overlap in suggested solutions. We could perhaps even agree that the real problem is the failure of medicine rather than pharma malfeasance. But the fault-line runs deeper. There are two or maybe three [...]

...»
You and your meds

Get the real story. Give the real story.

Click here!